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Equilibria and applications of a synergistic extraction were studied for the determination of a trace lithium by
using thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) as ligands. Several equations were
derived for the extraction of lithium into m-xylene as a phase of Li-TTA·mTOPO adduct. Distribution
coefficients and extraction constant were determined together with a stability constant of the adduct. The
adduct was quantitatively extracted from the basic solution of higher than pH 9 by shaking for 30 minutes. mXylene was selected as an optimum solvent by comparing the extraction efficiency among several kinds of
organic solvents. The stability constant (β2) for Li-TTA/2TOPO was 150 times higher than Li-TTA/TOPO. The
distribution coefficient of Li-TTA/2TOPO into m-xylene was 9.12 and the logarithmic extraction constant (log
Kex) was 6.76. Trace lithium of sub-ppm level in seawater samples could be determined under modified
conditions and a detection limit equivalent to 3 times standard deviation for background absorption was 0.42
ng/mL.
Key Words : Synergistic solvent extraction, Trace lithium, Thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA), Trioctylphosphine
oxide (TOPO), Ternary complex

Introduction
Lithium is being importantly used not only in the
industrial factories as an alloying materials, but also in
medical and geological fields.1-3 An accurate method for the
determination of lithium is needed up to trace level. It is
directly determined by several instrumental methods such as
atomic absorption spectrophotometry,4 ion chromatography
and so on. An isotope dilution method as the most sensitive
technique has been applied to an inorganic mass spectrometry for the determination of ultra trace lithium in biological and environmental samples.1,2 Such methods are so
significantly affected by sample matrixes that samples of
complicated matrix should be pre-treated to separate analytical constituents from the matrix. In addition, a concentration technique is necessary for the analytes of subdetection limit. Various techniques5,6 have been applied as a
pre-concentration technique together with a solvent extraction.
The extraction is not a continuous procedure and can not
be used if the extraction constant is not large, but it has been
widely used because the relatively quantitative result can be
obtained with its simple procedure. In this work, the solvent
extraction technique has been studied to suggest a new
method for the separative concentration and determination
of trace lithium in a sea water of complicated matrix.
β-Diketone derivatives were used as ligands for the
effective formation of lithium complexes. The β-diketone
forms chelates with various metallic ions and the chelates
are extracted into an organic solvent. β-Diketone has an
enol- and keto-forms in a solution by a tautomerism. After a
proton is dissociated from enol-form, the anionic group

more strongly coordinates with a metal ion to form a
complex. The selectivity of reaction to a given element can
be improved by substituting R1 and R2 in β-diketone with
other radicals. Acetylacetone is known to form various
complexes with about 60 metallic elements.8 The acetylacetone is one derivative of β-diketone in which R1 and R2
are substituted with two methyl groups.
Sekine and co-workers9,10 had studied a synergistic solvent
extraction of alkaline earth and alkali metals into CCl4 using
benzoyltrifluoroacetone (BFA) together with trioctylphosphine-oxide (TOPO) and tetrabutylammonium ion (TBA+),
in which BFA and TOPO were main and auxiliary ligands
respectively and TBA+ was used as a counter ion of ion pair.
Noro and others11 reported that europium was extracted into
CCl4 by a synergistic extraction using BFA and TBA+.
Using various derivatives of benzoylpyrazolone, Mukai
and others12 compared the extraction efficiency according to
the type of derivatives and solvent for the extraction of alkali
and alkaline earth elements. And also they optimized the
experimental conditions and obtained extraction constants
for the extraction of rare earth elements with benzoylpyrazolone derivative and TOPO.13 Umetani et al. synergistically
extracted alkaline earth metals into benzene and cyclohexane
using benzoylpyrazolone derivative and TOPO14 and zinc
into cyclohexane with benzoylpyrazolone derivative and
perchloric acid.15 In addition, the effects of structure of the
neutral ligands were investigated on synergistic extraction of
analytes with benzoylpyrazolone derivatives and various
neutral ligands.16,17
On the other hand, Ohmiya and co-workers18 reported the
experimental results for synergistic extraction of silver ion in
aqueous solution into chloroform with TBA+ as well as
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Figure 1. Structure of thenoyltrifluoroacetone.

isopropyltropolone. Sekin et al.19 extracted six elements of
copper, nickel, zinc and so on into chloroform with
isopropyltropolone and TOPO.
Thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) was used as a chelating
agent in this work. It was one of β-diketone derivatives in
which R1 and R2 were substituted with 2-thenoyl and CF3.
The acidity of enol-form increased by the influence of -CF3.
Since Calvin and Wilson firstly synthesized TTA in 1944,
it has been widely used as a chelating agent for the determination of neptunium and plutonium and the extraction of
lanthanides and actinides.7,8 As in case of other β-diketone
derivatives, TTA was known to have a synergism to improve
the extraction of metal ions as forms of adduct or ion pair
with TOPO or TBA+. Noro and co-workers20,21 have investigated the composition of extracting species and obtained
equilibrium constants and distribution coefficients in the
synergistic extraction of five rare earths and lanthanides by
using TTA and TBA+. Sekine et al.22-25 have performed some
studies on extraction of several elements into solvent using
TTA and TOPO or TBA+. Recently, Sekine and Hokura26,27
also reported a research paper on the measurement of
reaction rate for the formation of metal adduct complexes of
TTA and TOPO. On the other hand, Takazawa et al.28
measured enthalpy changes for each process to examine
closely a synergism in such extraction from a thermodynamic view point. And Jaffe and coworkers29 have studied
the complex formation mechanism, equilibrium constants
and reaction rate constants for the solvent extraction of
nickel, copper, cobalt and iron with TTA. Besides, Machida
et al.30 have investigated the dependencies of the type of
organic solvent for synergistic extraction of lithium using
TTA and TOPO.
As mentioned above, many researches have been reported
for the extraction conditions, efficiencies and stabilities of
metal complexes, but there were not so many examples to
use β-diketone derivatives for the extraction of lithium. Only
comparison of extraction efficiency has been investigated by
obtaining distribution ratio. In this work, basic researches for
the aquisition of distribution ratio and extraction constant as
well as the optimization of extraction conditions have been
tried to extract trace lithium in sample solutions of complicated matrixes. And a proper procedure was established to
determine trace lithium in sea water samples.
Experimental Section
Reagents and Instruments. All reagents were of analytical grade and a deionized water purified by Millipore MilliQ system was used in this experiment. The standard solution
of lithium was prepared by diluting 1,000 µg/mL Li SRM
(Standard Reference Material) solution of NIST (National
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Institute of Standards and Technology). Thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA, Aldrich Co.) and trioctylphosphine-oxide
(TOPO, Aldrich Co.) were dissolved in m-xylene (Junsei
Co., Japan) for uses.
Flame-AAS (model 2380, Perkin-Elmer Co.) equipped
with a premixed nebulizer was used to measure absorbances
of lithium for its distribution ratio and extraction constants.
Air/acetylene was used as a flame gas. The concentration of
lithium in real sea water samples was obtained by measuring
the absorbances with GF-AAS. The absorbances of chemical
species in extraction solutions were measured by UV/Vis
spectrophotometer (Cary 1E, Varian Co.) and 1.0 cm quartz
cell was used. The pH was measured with Eyela pH meter
(PHM-2000, Tokyo Rikakikai Co.) and Ingold glass electrode
was used after adjusted with buffer solutions.
Experimental Procedure. The pH in 0.1 M ammonium
chloride solution of 5.76 × 10−4 M lithium solution was
adjusted to 9.0 with ammonia water. After 25.00 mL of this
solution was taken in a 250 mL separatory funnel, 25.00 mL
m-xylene solution of TTA and TOPO was added and the
solution was shaken for 30 minutes by a reciprocal shaker. It
was stood for 30 minutes for the phase separation. Lithium
remained in an aqueous solution was determined by flame
AAS to calculate the distribution ratio of lithium and to
specify existent species at each extraction step. And the
equilibrium concentration of TTA was determined by a
potentiometric titration in an aqueous solution of 0.10 M
HCl. The equilibrium concentration of TOPO and the
extraction constant was calculated with derived equations.
In order to obtain reproducibility and recoveries for the
determination of trace lithium in diluted sea water, 1.38 g of
ammonium dihydrogen phosphate and 2.5 mL of concentrated ammonia water were added into 100 mL of seawater
sample to form the phosphate precipitates of calcium and
magnesium. The precipitates were removed by filtration.
And the pH of the sample solution was adjusted to 8.0 with
ammonia water or hydrochloric acid. A 10.0 mL of mxylene solution of 0.1 M TTA and 0.05 M TOPO was added
to this solution in a separatory funnel and the solution was
vigorously shaken by a mechanical shaker for 20 minutes.
The organic phase was separated from the aqueous solution
after standing for 20 minutes. And 20 µL of this m-xylene
solution was injected into a graphite tube to measure the
absorbance by GF-AAS.
Results and Discussion
Type of Solvent. The selection of the best solvent is very
important to stabilize lithium species and improve the
efficiency for the solvent extraction of lithium from an
aqueous solution. Such selection should be done before the
optimization of other experimental conditions. In this work,
the extraction efficiencies were compared each other for five
kinds of solvents such as chloroform, methyl-isobutylketone
(MIBK), n-hexane, m-xylene, and benzene. The absorbance
of lithium stripped after the extraction was measured in an
aqueous solution for this comparison. As shown in Figure 2,
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Figure 2. Extraction efficiency as an absorbance according to the
type of solvent.

benzene and m-xylene provided much higher absorbances
than other solvents. This result was somewhat different to
Machida's experiment30 which reported that an aliphatic
hydrocarbon would show higher efficiencies than aromatic
solvents by measuring the interfacial tension between aqueous and organic phases. His system was very similar to ours.
That is, lithium was extracted as the adduct complex of TTA
and TOPO.
Because lithium ion could form the nonpolar compound of
high molecular weight with TTA and TOPO, nonpolar
solvents showed the excellent efficiencies compared to other
polar solvents. On the other hand, it is well known that
MIBK has been widely used as a solvent in the solvent
extraction and sublation because of high efficiency in the
extraction and low background in the atomic absorbance
measurement. But MIBK was a little polar as well as soluble
in an aqueous solution. From the consideration of such
phenomena, m-xylene was selected as a proper solvent in
this synergistic extraction.
Effect of pH. After the pH in 0.1 M ammonium chloride
solution of 5.76 × 10−4 M lithium was varied from 6.0 to 9.0
with hydrochloric acid and ammonia water, the lithium was
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extracted into m-xylene solution of 0.01 M TTA and 0.01 M
TOPO as an adduct complex. The amount of extracted
lithium was calculated by measuring the atomic absorbance
of lithium remained in an aqueous solution. The distribution
ratio for lithium species were obtained from these extracted
and remained amounts at different pH (see Fig. 3). The
constant ratio was shown at pH higher than 9.0, but lithium
was nearly not extracted in acidic solution of pH less than
7.0.
And also the constant extraction efficiency was shown in
the pH of higher than 8.0.31 This was considered to be
because the volume of aqueous solution was more than 10
times of organic phase. This phenomenon could be due to
the increase of absolute amount of OH− in a large volume of
aqueous solution. And this was different with previous
results10,19,22 about the extraction of lanthanides and heavy
metals using TTA and TOPO, in which the extraction efficiencies were high in the acidic solution of low pH. Lithium
has not so strong coordination power with TTA compared to
other polyvalent ions that TTA should be presented as enolform to make enolate complex with lithium. But the enolate
ion can be formed from enol-form in a basic solution and
much distributed to the aqueous solution. The enolate ion
more strongly forms adduct complexes with lithium ion and
TOPO. From this result, pH of solution was adjusted 8-9
with ammonia water. The solution was buffered by 0.1 M
ammonium chloride in aqueous solution. But because there
were some ions in a sea water which provide the buffer
action,31 real analytical samples might not be buffered.
Extraction Equilibria. As in above description, HTTA in
m-xylene is distributed to a basic aqueous solution as a TTA−
to form Li-TTA/TOPO adduct complex together with TOPO.
And the adduct is back-extracted to the m-xylene as following equations:
(HTTA)org = (TTA−)aq + (H+)aq
Li+ + n TTA− + m TOPOorg = [Li(TTA)n·(TOPO)m]org

(1)

An extraction constant for eq. (1) can be expressed as a
follow:
Kex =

[ /L ( 77$ ) Q ⋅ ( 7232 ) P ] RUJ

− Q

P
[ /L ] [ 77$ ] [ 7232 ] RUJ

(2)

The equation is simplified using distribution ratio.
Kex =

where,

Ds =

'V


− Q
P
[ 77$ ] [ 7232 ] RUJ

(3)

[ /L ( 77$ ) Q ⋅ ( 7232 ) P ] RUJ



[ /L ]

If both sides of eq. (3) are expressed by logarithm,
log Kex = log Ds − n log[TTA−] − m log[TOPO]org
Figure 3. Logarithmic distribution ratio (log Ds) of lithium
between aqueous solution and m-xylene as a function of
equilibrium pH in the aqueous phase.

−

(4)

In this equation, log Ds depends on log [TTA ] at the
constant concentration of TOPO because Kex is a constant.
The relation can be expressed as the equation, Y = nX + A.
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where, n = ∑

N=

ak and it m = ∑ k · ak
N=

The distribution ratio can be changed as following
equation using eq. (5):
Ds =
D [ /L ( 77$ ) ]RUJ  D [/L ( 77$ )( 7232) ]RUJ  D[ /L ( 77$ ) ( 7232)]RUJ  …




[/L ]

(6)
And equation (6) can be simplified as follows:
2
Ds = D · (a0 + a1β1 [TOPO]org + a2 β2 [TOPO]org
+

where, D =

βP

[ /L ( 77$ ) ] RUJ



[ /L ]

Î)

(7)

and

[ /L ( 77$ ) ( 7232 ) P ] RUJ

P
[ /L ( 77$ ) ] RUJ ⋅ [ 7232 ] RUJ

.

Î

Figure 4. Plots of logarithmic distribution ratio (log Ds) versus
log[TTA-] and log[TOPO] at equilibrium.

Thus, when log Ds is plotted versus log [TTA−], the curve
should be linear and the slope, n, becomes the mole number
of TTA to combine with one mole of Li+.
The pH was 9.0 in an aqueous solution, the concentration
of TOPO in m-xylene was fixed with 0.01 M and the
concentration of TTA− was varied from 1.0 × 10−4 to 1.4 × 10−3
M. The distribution ratios were calculated at given concentrations of TTA− by measuring the remained concentration of
Li+ in the aqueous solution and the logarithmic values were
plotted against the logarithmic concentrations of TTA (see
Fig. 4). The curve was linear with the slope of 0.97. It meant
that n in eq. (4) was 1. That is, LiTTA complex of 1 to 1 was
formed under these conditions. But because LiTTA·mTOPO
was only adduct complex of variable TOPO, it was difficult
to derive such a relationship and to obtain exact m value as in
the case of TTA.
Besides, a stability constant (β) for the adduct complex
was introduced to describe the stoichiometry in detail.
Overall reaction for the stability constant (β) can be written
as follows:
n Li+ + n TTA− + m TOPOorg = a0 (Li(TTA))org +
a1 (Li(TTA) (TOPO)1)org + a2 (Li(TTA) (TOPO)2)org +
(5)
+ an (Li(TTA) (TOPO)m)org

Î

The equation (7) can be indicated as a polynomial expression
of Y = A + B · X + C · X2 + . The pH of aqueous solution
was adjusted to 9.0 and the concentration of TTA− was fixed
at 0.01 M in m-xylene. After species of lithium were
extracted, the distribution ratios were plotted against the
concentration of TOPO from 1.0 × 10−3 to 1.4 × 10−2 M at a
fixed concentration range of TTA (see Fig. 5). The figure
was a curve-fitting result of the quadratic equation.
From the curve-fitting result, a2β2 was known to be about
150 times of a1β1. In the extraction of lithium using TTA and
TOPO, lithium was nearly not extracted as forms of Li(TTA)
and Li(TTA)·(TOPO). But Li(TTA)·(TOPO)2 was more
stable than Li(TTA)·(TOPO) so that most of lithium was
extracted into m-xylene as a form of Li(TTA)·(TOPO)2.
Therefore, the equation (5) could be simplified as follow:
Li+ + TTA− + 2 TOPOorg = {Li(TTA)·(TOPO)2}org (8)
And the formation procedure could be given as following
scheme:

Figure 5. Plot of distribution ratio (log Ds) against molar
concentration of TOPO at equilibrium.
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Table 1. Solvent extraction data and extraction constants at
equilibrium

Extraction Constant. The extraction constant, Kex, can be
expressed with the equilibrium constant for eq. (8) as
follows:

.H[

[ /L ( 77$ ) ⋅ ( 7232 ) ] RUJ


−


[ /L ] [ 77$ ] [ 7232 ] RUJ

(9)

If eq. (9) is simplified,
Kex =

where, Ds =

'V

−



[ 77$ ] [ 7232 ] RUJ

[ /L ( 77$ ) ⋅ ( 7232 )  ] RUJ



[ /L ]

[TOPO]

Ds

log Kex

8.338 × 10−5
1.600 × 10−4
3.212 × 10−4
4.889 × 10−4
6.521 × 10−4
8.079 × 10−4
9.898 × 10−4
1.160 × 10−3
9.72 × 10−3
9.64 × 10−3
9.46 × 10−3
9.36 × 10−3
9.30 × 10−3
9.26 × 10−3
9.24 × 10−3
9.22 × 10−3

9.95 × 10−3
9.91 × 10−3
9.84 × 10−3
9.78 × 10−3
9.72 × 10−3
9.65 × 10−3
9.62 × 10−3
9.56 × 10−3
9.723 × 10−4
1.81 × 10−3
3.46 × 10−3
5.24 × 10−3
7.13 × 10−3
9.04 × 10−3
1.101 × 10−2
1.297 × 10−2

0.04678
0.08936
0.16014
0.23126
0.32247
0.44108
0.49471
0.61487
0.02462
0.19867
0.89674
1.90547
3.10171
4.98659
5.97254
8.25971

6.75
6.76
6.71
6.69
6.72
6.77
6.73
6.76
6.43
6.80
6.89
6.87
6.82
6.82
6.73
6.73

Table 2. Analytical results of analyte in real sample by proposed
method
Sample
Tae-jong-dae

(10)

Choo-am
Muk-ho
Ul-jin
Dae-chon

.

Li added
ng/mL

Li found
ng/mL

RSD*
%

0.00
20.00
0.00
20.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

20.09
39.61
17.26
38.26
14.88
21.08
14.65

1.89

Recovery
%
97.6

1.56
105.1
1.61
1.80
1.57

*Number of analyses: n = 5

%RWK VLGHV RI HT  DUH H[SUHVVHG ZLWK ORJDULWKP

log Kex = log Ds − log [TTA−] − 2 log [TOPO]org

[TTA−]

(11)

The extraction constant, Kex, was calculated by obtaining
distribution ratio under experimental conditions at given
concentrations of TTA and TOPO. Log Kex values were
listed in Table 1 together with other data and the average was
6.75.
Reproducibility and Recoveries. Based on above considerations, a proper procedure was prepared for the
separative concentration and determination of trace lithium
in diluted sea water samples.
Many kinds of ions were dissolved in sea water at the
variable levels of concentration31 so that their interferences
were investigated in the extraction of lithium by given
method. Alkaline metal ions like Na+ and K+ did nearly not
interfere the extraction, but the interferences of alkali earth
metals such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ were serious because their
charge densities were similar to lithium ion.4 The interferences were successfully eliminated by filtering out their
precipitates with NH4H2PO4. And then lithium was determined by GF-AAS after the extraction of it with m-xylene
solution of 0.1 M TTA and 0.05 M TOPO. For this, a
calibration curve was prepared with a series of standard

solutions which were made in a synthetic sea water. The
linearity of curve was 0.9953 and the detection limit
equivalent to three times standard deviation for background
was 0.42 ng/mL. Sea water samples were ten times diluted
with the synthetic sea water for this purpose. As in Table 2,
the recoveries for the reliability of this method were
obtained with 94-106% in spiked real samples in which 20
ng/mL lithium was added and the reproducible results were
obtained with RSD of less than 2.0%. In summary, this
procedure was expected to be useful in the determination of
trace lithium in various samples such as experimental
samples and industrial materials.
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